
 

We've put together a list of the best websites and apps to learn something new. We recommend using these resources over
pricey schools and long days in crowded classrooms; they're most effective when you're learning at your own pace and in the
comfort of your own home. It's easier than you think to learn something new; these sites and apps make it easy to learn anything.

https://www.theculturetrip.com/north-america/usa/articles/8-best-websites-apps-to-learn-something-
new/#sthash.3FvxNkSP.dpuf From desktop to web to mobile, we've got your guide to making your life as productive as
possible, as smart as possible, and as meaningful as possible through technology.

2) Torrents: If you're looking for a free option, peer-to-peer file sharing software BitTorrent is the best choice. You can
download the app and set up a server; then you'll be able to send and receive files with other people who also installed the
software. When downloading files, make sure to use the "share" option instead of "download"–otherwise, your download will be
lost forever. 3) Bookmarking: Check your browser's toolbar at the top of your screen for websites that have handy "Bookmarks"
that can help you find these resources during an emergency.

A popular online encyclopedia that features more than 45 million articles on various subjects. Users are allowed to modify
articles to correct their grammatical errors or provide new information on specific topics. Amazon's selection of thousands of
books includes many used titles, but also original works. Amazon also hosts an online bookstore where you can view the full text
of most books already in the public domain. American College Testing (ACT) provides online registration for its popular test
preparation book series. ACT is one of the most widely used tests for students seeking admission into college and universities in
the United States and Canada. The A-Basics series contains basic college preparatory questions covering most topics tested on
the ACT. The Bible, which is still used by many churches today, is available in online versions for free reading. Each version is
fully searchable and even contains Hebrew, Greek, and Aramaic texts translated into English. The Bing Dictionary is an online
dictionary that lets users explore word origins by providing examples of how words are used in different languages. Users can
also use the dictionary to perform translations between languages. This online English-French dictionary includes definitions of
more than 500 technical terms related to computing. CNET provides helpful tips on home networking, security issues for both
friends and family members, and information about various computer parts.
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